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Nora Milton disappears without a trace during her mission trip to Mexico when she stumbles across

gun traffickers' suspicious activities. Nora relies on her faith in God to carry her through the hardest

trial of her life. She's left alone and is forced to wonder if she will ever see her loved ones

again.Airplane pilot and fellow mission volunteer, Anthony Goldburg, is inspired by Nora's

enthusiastic outlook on life. He wonders if something more than friendship could be in their future,

but first she must be found. Anthony vows he will not return to the states without her. His

commitment to God and to Nora compels Anthony to offer his freedom for hers.After losing his sister

from drugs, Greg Nelson is on a mission â€“ to clear the streets of the vile substance. Every thought,

heartbeat, his every breath, is focused on this one goal. That's why he's DEA. His pain and

bitterness towards those responsible for the loss of his sister drives him to do the impossible.The

hope diamond, a national jewel, has been stolen from a museum containing a state-of-the-art

security system. Case agent Daniel Grisham feels the pressure from those above him to apprehend

the thief. How is he to find one who leaves not a clue? Little does Daniel know this case will link

investigations with the DEA, and lead him and his team to gun runners, a drug lord, and ultimately

Mexico.
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Susanna did an awesome job on this book and it kept me intrigued throughout. Her ability to weave

in multiple perspectives (voices) in the story very well. It is very suspenseful with many twists and

turns and she is a master at keeping the reader on the hook. This is the first Christian Fiction book

that I have read and it makes me want to read more. I love how she used the main character's faith

in God that helped her remain positive that she would some day be rescued! You will LOVE this

book!

Wow---this book had me on the edge of my seat!! I loved how the author emphasizes one's faith to

conquer the hardest battles! The twists and turns and excitement were amazing---if you love a good

thriller, this is the book for you.

A super read and thoroughly enjoyable. A great plot (very relevant themes), complex characters, full

of suspense !I'd recommend this novel to anyone that enjoys modern day thrillers. My

congratulations Ms Seigler. A great book.

This is a great mystery with plot twists and suspense. It is Christian Fiction, but I agree, it is not

preachy. Great writing of very complex characters. And Suzanna does a wonderful job of bringing in

multiple points of view. This book is engaging and hard to put down. Nice job Suzanna. I look

forward to your next book.

It took me s while to get the hang of this story because it seemed so disjointed. But I finally got the

connection. I wasn't sure I liked it to start with, but it turned out to be a very good story. I'm not sure I

enjoy working so hard at understanding where a story is going, but it turned out with sticking with it.

Susanna's book is everything an avid fan of mysteries could want: thrills and plot twists. I read a lot

of mystery novels but none of them are full of suspense and written with a bent towards Godly

values. If you love a good mystery, I bet you are like me and can't wait for more from Susanna!



The story is full of plot twists and suspense. It was hard to put down. It brings Christian values

without being preachy. I can't wait for Susanna's next book.

I'm sure this author has promise, and this is a proofreading or editing issue also,but at this stage I

would not recommend this particular book. The numerous spelling errors, transposed words, and

incorrect synonyms were distracting. The plot was very predictable. I found myself skipping over

large portions of the writing to avoid the previously mentioned distractions.I continued reading

because Once started I hate not to finish a book.
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